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TARGETING  

 
 

BACKGROUND 
UGG was founded in 1978 in California by Australian 
surfer Brian Smith on the shores of California. The 
company’s Australian roots brought a love of sheepskin 
to the brand that is still recognizable today. According 
to their website, UGG became a symbol of “relaxed 
southern California culture,” and was popular in surf 
shops by the mid-1980s. 
 
Originally called UGG Australia, the brand took middle schools and high schools around 
the world by storm in the early 2000s. While the company has always sold shoes other than 
the common sheepskin boots, the big, gawky and usually perceived as ugly (the UGG name 
doesn’t help here) sheepskin boots were and continue to be synonymous with the brand 
name. While the brand prides itself on catering to a young adult audience, the boots are 
most popular among middle and high school students and are often worn with sweatpants, 
jeans or even shorts. This is not in line with UGG’s desire for a luxury appeal as displayed on 
their website. However, because the boots are so expensive and perceived as unattractive, 
the brand has developed a negative connotation. UGG is now a symbol of pretentiousness, 
suburban America and proof that as long as it’s expensive, brightly colored and furry, 
anything goes among upper-middle class young people.  
 
 

SITUATION ANALYSIS  
UGG hit its peak over a decade ago, largely due to paparazzi snapshots of celebrities 
stepping out on stage in UGG boots or artists like Beyonce wearing them on red carpets. 
But in the years following the 2008 stock market crash, brands like UGG, Juicy Couture (the 
staple sweatsuit to accompany an pair of UGG boots) and Ed Hardy, known for their 
ostentatious brand-name style,s struggled to remain relevant as aggressively loud brand 
names on clothing became seen as less appropriate.  
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Our in-class focus group exercise showed that many associate the 
UGG brand with its Classic Boot style, the typical “ugg” (an Australian 
shoe term for sheepskin and fur boots), which was looped into the 
2000s style of brand-obsessed labels. However, UGG sells more than 
women’s boots and slippers. The brand sells fashion boots along with 
sandals for men, women and children that can compete with popular 
brands like Sperry, LL Bean, Steve Madden and Rainbow Sandals in 
terms of style, price and durability. All UGG lacks is the right 
branding. To its credit, the brand has been trying to steer away from 
a tween audience beginning with its 2014 “This is UGG”  campaign 
that targeted not only young women, but men and children as well.  
 
Earlier this year, comedic actress Tiffany 

Haddish walked on stage at the 2018 Oscars in her UGG slippers. 
People praised her for the act, calling her hilarious on social media. 
This event showcased the largest issue with UGG — the brand is 
widely acknowledged for producing comfortable shoes, but is seen 
as laughable and not to be taken seriously. 
 
 

REVAMPING THE UGG STORY 
While unknown to the average consumer and target audience member, UGG actually offers 
a variety of attractive footwear options for both men and women. These include the classic 
“UGG boots,” desert boots, all-weather boots, slippers, sneakers, moccasins, sandals, and 
even heels. 
 
However, a visit to www.ugg.com will leave one confused, at the very least. At first glance, 
the brand appears to be a luxury shoe company that might compete with brands such as 
Cole Haan and Steve Madden. There are also countless pictures of models engaging in 
outdoor activities such as surfing. But how does this resonate with a luxury fashion brand 
that seemingly only sells fur-laden shoes? This is what we want to change. 
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UGG has a shoe for every walk of life, and that should be marketed to consumers in a 
much more effective way. Whether you’re going for a night out, a casual day spent on the 
couch or a hot summer day relaxing on the beach, UGG has the shoe for every occasion. 
We want to transform UGG from a stagnant luxury-focused brand to a lifestyle brand 
focused on appealing to the “urban adventurer,” and get people excited about sporting 
UGG apparel. Using a combination of luxury and adventurous appeals depicted through 
the brand’s Australian roots, UGG can differentiate from other successful brands and create 
an entire new subcategory: a lifestyle brand with a mix of both luxury and adventure in 
order to appear to an ultra-modern. yet adaptive, young adult audience. 
 
 

DETERMINING OUR STARTING POINT 
To have a measurable starting point with our audience, we will conduct a survey on people’s 
perceptions of UGGs right before our campaign kickoff. One department store our target 
audience shops at that also carries UGG products is Nordstrom. According to Market 
Realist, Nordstrom is currently building its millennial audience and expects online sales to be 
50 percent of its revenue within the next few years. When consumers go to the Women’s 
Shoes section of Nordstrom’s website, a pop-up offering the chance to take our UGG survey 
will pop-up. Aware that a majority of our key audience isn’t currently interested in UGG, we 
will incentivize people to take our online survey with the chance to receive one of the ten 
$100 Nordstrom gift cards we will give to participants. This not only increases the number 
of people like to participates, it ensures our partnership with Nordstrom will benefit the 
department store. 
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The survey will ask the following questions: 

1. Rank your top priorities in a shoe from top to bottom: 
a. Price 
b. Brand-name 
c. Trendy 
d. Durable 

2. Have you purchased any products from UGG in the past 3 years? 
a. Yes 
b. No 

3. How would you feeling showing up to an event in shoes made by UGG? 
a. Proud 
b. No Feeling 
c. Embarrassed 

4. Short Answer: Why did you select the answer you chose for Question 2? 
 

 
5. Are you aware of UGG’s lines of fashion boots, hiking boots and sandals? 

a. Not at all aware 
b. Somewhat aware 
c. Very aware 

6. Would you buy a pair of fashion boots, hiking boots or sandals from UGG? 
a. Yes 
b. No 

 
 

COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS 
UGG’s main competitors in the United States are Sperry, Steve Madden, LL Bean and 
similar companies. These successful lifestyle shoe brands also target young, upper-middle 
class individuals and offer different styles of shoes including loafers, sandals, boots, 
sneakers, slippers, and heeled shoes.  
 
However, UGG’s competitors are seemingly divided up into two starkly different categories: 
luxury and outdoor/adventure brands. For example, Sperry focuses mainly on boat shoes for 
men, while Steve Madden focuses on high-end women’s shoes. With a large variety of shoes 
and prices available, UGG has an opportunity to merge the two categories and market to 
young people looking for something between luxury and adventure-focused.  
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CURRENT ATTITUDES 
In our research, we discovered 
current attitudes and perceptions 
regarding the UGG brand are 
negative relative to our 
competitors. In our research focus 
groups, participants reported 
their current attitudes and 
perceptions regarding the UGG 
brand. Below are the words 
participants used to describe their 
current perceptions and feelings 
associated with the brand.  
 
 

CONSUMER SEGMENTATION 
A 25-30 year-old woman who lives within an upper-middle class tax bracket. She lives in or 
on the edge of a large metropolitan area that is within an 40 miles of hiking areas, 
mountains, beaches or other national park-type regions. She wants a shoe that doesn’t have 
an in-your-face label, but has a recognizable enough brand that others would notice her 
quality shoes. She looks to spend $100-200 on shoes.  
 
For the younger aspect of our target age (17-22), we aim to reach women who look to 
social media, particularly Instagram influencers, when choosing brands. We expanded the 
target audience age to 35 to appeal to married women and/or young moms who want to 
shop for her shoes in the same place she can get her husband’s or children’s shoes as well. 
 
A 28-45 year-old male with similar demographics as his female counterpart, described 
above. He is an upper-middle class college graduate living on the outskirts of an urban 
area surrounded by popular outdoor destinations. He is not extremely price-conscious when 
it comes to shoes, and wants a brand that will stand out and with variety that he can 
depend on to buy from multiple times a year.  
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STRATEGY  

 

 
SWOT ANALYSIS  

 
CAMPAIGN PURPOSE 
With Australian and surfing-style roots, UGG has an opportunity to better tap into a 
market they do not adequately reach given current marketing and advertising initiatives. A 
new campaign to appeal to the market described above will increase market share and 
overall interest in UGG, and work to remove the negativity and stigmas that currently 
accompany the brand. 
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COMMUNICATION  

 
 
 

KEY MESSAGING 

TAGLINE: UGG. Decide Today’s You.  
 

This campaign will capitalize on its widespread recognition within the footwear market to 
shift from “ugly boots” to an array of stylish and practical footwear options ranging from 
beach sandals to durable hiking boots. Through Instagram posts, Spotify, commercials, and 
a product line launch event, we will connect with our current audience, past audience that 
appreciates the re-defined design/product direction, and a new audience that is intrigued 
by the seemingly new image of the UGG brand.   
 
Our campaign will primarily focus on indirectly acknowledging the negative perception of 
UGG boots, and using that awareness to show all of the other footwear options that the 
company has to offer and how far they have come as a brand. We want consumers to view 
UGG as a brand that has had its ups and downs, but is here to stay; with a new line of 
footwear options for all walks of life. We will use their widespread recognition and notoriety 
in the market to advertise the trendy new styles that UGG has to offer.  
 

UGG is not a company that merely sells boots, they are a lifestyle brand. UGG has 
something for everyone, and for whatever the day may bring. Don’t sacrifice comfort for 

style. Wherever you go, and whatever you do, do it in style, and do it with UGG.  Feel good, 
and look even better in UGG boots, sandals, sneakers, and slippers.  

 
Every sunrise brings something new: new adventures, new places, a new you. Every sunrise 

brings the opportunity to do something different until you’ve done it all — but you can’t do it 
all in one pair of shoes. UGG gives you the perfect shoe for every season, every destination, 

every way to take on the day. And tomorrow? We do it again. 
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CREATIVE IDEA 

The UGG campaign is meant to spark the interests of our target audience, the trendy 
adventurer. The goal is to change the perception of UGG in the eyes of our target 
audience. Eliminate the stereotype of the UGG brand and flourish into a lifestyle brand it 
truly is.  To accomplish this, the creative message will depict the life of an influencer, 
breaking down the barriers UGG has previously built. Because UGG was founded by an 
Australian who came to the U.S., we chose to Australian-born celebrities who have an 
impact with American audiences as the models of our campaign. 
 
Our target audience fulfills their life with adventure and presents themselves to be in-style 
and up to date on cultural trends. Incorporating similar people who UGG’s target audience 
will connect with, will inhibit a connection between the UGG brand as well. Presenting UGG 
in combination with an ideal lifestyle an approachable tone is key for this brand to combat 
its current perception.  
 
The goal is to show this audience that there is more UGG than its boot and there are 
endless products UGG can contribute to any adventure their day will take them. From 
outdoors on the beach, hiking, at the farmers market, or just relaxing at home, UGG can 
contribute every part of the way.  
 
This campaign will excite its ideal audience with UGG’s new summer collection release and 
a chance to win an all exclusive trip to the collection kick off in their dream vacation spot. It 
will speak to the average person through social media, print, radio and digital spots.  
 

There is an UGG for any adventure your day may bring.  
It’s a lifestyle, not a boot.  

 
 

TACTICAL PLAN 
A combination of platforms and channels will jointly reach Ugg’s goal to engage with the 
target audience in as many ways as possible by involving several different stimuli. Our 
target audience spends their free time indulging in the latest trends to remain relevant in 
today's culture while also fulfilling their need for adventure. These mediums will assist in 
reaching the broad interests of our audience and encourage them to satisfy their wants and 
needs.  
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Instagram: To promote the new release of Ugg’s summer collection, 
Instagram will fuelthis event to make it possible. Instagram is a 
platform where people follow their passions. Almost 60% of 
Instagram’s demographic is our target age. A survey stated 60% of 
users discover new products through Instagram and 75% of users 
take action after seeing a brands post. Our event will encourage 
more activity on Ugg’s Instagram and its impact will be long-lasting 
for the Ugg brand.  
 
Spotify: Like Instagram, Spotify is also a platform where users 
follow their interests. To extend the reach of Ugg’s summer 
collection release, a 15 second advertisements will run in-between 
the users streaming playlist. Users who listen to charting music, 
alternative and country will be the focus reach of these 
advertisements. Spotify’s monthly active user has surpassed the 
monthly active users of Pandora, thus making Spotify a better 
inhibitor to reach our target audience.  The advertisement will  
also be accompanied by a picture to spark the listeners adventurous craving.  
 
Print advertisements : Following the day and life of our average audience, Ugg will 
strategically implement itself into the daily life of these people.  Specific areas like shopping 
malls outside of department stores, Starbucks, outdoor sports stores that are in urban areas 
close to outdoor adventure settings is the prime spot for our audience and where Ugg’s 
print advertisements will make an impression.  
 
Commercials: Our audience wants to be in-style, 
staying up to date on the latest fads. Streaming Ugg’s 
20-second commercial will engage the audience in a 
lifestyle they need to be living. The commercial will stream on networks like E! News (40% 
ages 18-34) and  Freeform (36.1% ages 18-34) who’s demographic meets our key audience. 
Television streaming sites that are taking over modern cable, like Hulu, are on the rise, 
especially in the busy lives of our target audience who still want to stay in touch with the 
popular shows. Unlike Netflix, Hulu plays advertisements during episodes allowing for a 
large opportunity for Ugg to meet its reach. 
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CREATIVE BRIEF 
What is the problem?  
When you ask someone what is the first word that comes to mind when they hear “UGG,” 
they will say, “boots.” The boot is not a fashionable shoe, you can’t get it wet and they’re 
expensive. The brand lacks any perception beyond the “boot,” and the boots generally come 
with a negative connotation among the average consumer. 
 
Why is it a problem? 
UGG has much more to offer than the UGG boot. The 
target audience this brand wants to reach is someone with 
an urban style who likes adventure.  However, no one goes 
to the beach in UGG boots, which is currently the story that 
UGG is trying to tell. For example, see the advertisement to 
the right. For more reasons than one, an average person 
would not want to be wearing what is depicted. UGG boots 
are not sand and waterproof, and are incredibly hot 
because of the fur and sheepskin that they’re made out of. 
This creates a distant relationship between the brand and 
its audience, showing not an average lifestyle.  
 
What will we do to fix it?  
Create a campaign that will eliminate the gap UGG has created between itself and its 
audience. While still focusing on its target audience, UGG should present itself as being 
relatable and be the product the audience needs in their life.  
 
What should be the tone and personality? 
UGG should still remain loyal to its luxurious and adventurous personality, however, alter its 
tone to be more personable to the middle/upper-class family. Confidence and reliability are 
key. Be who they want to be.  
 
What is the short-term goal? 
To see an increase in purchases of the different variety of products UGG has to offer will 
solidify the campaign's goals.  
 
What is the long-term goal? 
The UGG boot is a staple and that should not be denied, however, creating a perception of 
the UGG brand beyond the “UGG-ly” boot, is the goal so it will become relevant to the 
average person's daily life.  
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CREATIVE EXAMPLES 
Event 
To kick off UGGs campaign, inviting our audience to Los Angeles launch party of its new 
limited summer collection will spark excitement and pave the path for UGGs new angle. 
Instagram will be the platform of the sweepstakes, where followers will get a chance to win 
an all inclusive trip to Los Angeles and be UGG’s VIP guest to the launch party. To enter 
the drawing, UGG will post various pictures presenting the opportunity to enter by simply 
tag three friends being required to follow UGGs instagram page. This strategy will bring a 
large audience to UGGs instagram account and gain lasting followers.  To support the 
event, radio spots on music platforms like Spotify will contribute to the reach of this 
campaign.  

Spotify Advertisement 
● This 15-second radio spot will be aired on Spotify, accompanied by a banner 

ad with a link to the contest registration on UGG’s Instagram page.  
● Music: Catchy top 40 song in the background 
● SFX: Crashing waves, seagulls chirping 
● V.O. Margot Robbie 

○ Margot: “What are you doing this summer? I bet nothing as cool as 
going to the UGG summer collection launch in L.A. The new line of 
UGG footwear has got you covered for warmer days and longer 
nights. Go to our Instagram page for details on how to enter! I’ll be 
there, will you?” 

 
Commercial  
The purpose of the commercial is to showcase the versatility of the brand, as well as 
celebrate individual identity and the passions we live our lives pursuing everyday. Featuring 
six well-known Australian celebrities, (Hugh Jackman, Nicole Kidman, Margot Robbie, Keith 
Urban, Ruby Rose, and Chris Hemsworth) a homage to the brand’s roots, each figure is 
shown doing what they love while wearing an UGG product. You can find the storyboards 
for the commercial on page 13 and 14. .  
 
Print Advertisements 
The print portion of the campaign directly relates to the commercial portion, as posed 
snapshots from each celebrity’s video shoot will be used along with their corresponding 
copy. The print ads for Margot Robbie and Hugh Jackman can be seen on page 14 and  15.   
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GOALS & MEASUREMENT  

 
 
 

SHORT-TERM GOALS 
One short-term goal for our campaign is to increase UGG’s audience engagement, 
primarily with its 17-27 year-old consumers. Because the social media aspect campaign is 
through Instagram, our short-term goals on the official UGG Instagram account (@ugg). 
Within four months of kicking off the our campaign, our goal is to increase the follower 
count of UGG’s Instagram account from the 803k they have now to 1 million, or about a 20 
percent increase.  
 
Another short-term goal is to increase monthly sales of UGGs sandals (mens, womens and 
kids) by 20 percent within four months of starting our campaign and increase monthly sales 
of Ugg women’s fashion boots by 15 percent within four months of starting our campaign. 
We selected these two categories of UGG shoes because they are two of the styles we focus 
the most on in our print and social media ads, and sale increases for these styles are a sign 
of our campaign’s success.  
 

LONG-TERM GOALS 
Our long-term goal is simple: improve the way Americans view UGG as a brand. We want 
to expand people’s knowledge of what UGG offers outside of its classic womens fur boots. 
But we don’t just want our campaign to show key audiences these shoes exist. We want to 
convince our key audience of upper-middle class millennials that UGG is a brand that 
provides a variety of trendy, brand-name, durable shoes under $200 for them, their 
partners and their children. Within two years of beginning our campaign, we want to 
diminish people’s association of UGG with other 2000’s trends like Juicy Couture or Ed 
Hardy. 
 
Measuring our Campaign’s Effectiveness 
Along with tracking @ugg’s followers in hopes of reaching our follower goal, we will 
measure our campaign’s short-term effectiveness through tracking the number of likes and 
comments on each Instagram post. Currently, most UGG Instagram posts get between 3k 
and 16k likes. We want to measure likes for each post through Instagram Insights for 
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business accounts and focus on the proportion of posts that hit over 10k likes during the first 
three months of our campaign. 
 
Through Instagram Insights, we will also track profile visits for the first four months of our 
campaign. We will find the average profile visits per day from the six months prior to our 
campaign. By month four of our campaign, we want the average profile visits per day to be 
40 percent higher than the aforementioned daily average. And, as mentioned in the section 
on short-term goals, we will specifically track sales of UGG Sandals for Women, Men and 
Kids as well as UGG Fashion Boots for Women. For this, we will solely focus on sales from 
the UGG website. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To measure long-term effectiveness, we will conduct the same survey we did prior to the 
campaign launch on Nordstrom’s website both six months and one year after campaign 
launch. For the survey six months after our campaign kickoff, five people who complete it 
will be randomly selected to receive a $100 Nordstrom gift card. For the survey a year after 
our campaign kickoff, five people who complete it will be randomly selected to receive a 
$150 UGG gift card. We’ll measure UGG’s likeability with how many people participate in 
each of the two campaigns.  
 
We will also track Facebook “Likes” for UGG’s page and hope to increase the page’s “Likes” 
by five percent (from 3.1 million to 3.25 million) within a year of starting our campaign. 
Because Facebook is an older social media site than Instagram, our goal is lower since 
many people in our target audience may have already liked the page on Facebook 8-10 
years ago. While we will post versions of television ad and print ads on the UGG Facebook 
page, Facebook is not as actively part of our campaign as Instagram is. 
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CONCLUSION 
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